
THE
NATIONAL
BLESSING

Compassion with Compensation



Our Mission and Motivation
to share iHeRQles with the world
to create better health statistics
to change healthcare
to reward as many families as possible for 
sharing this message with the world        
(we cannot do this without you)
we  believe that God made us to be 
healthy (Life is in the blood and the 
building blocks of blood is food and 
without clean blood you cannot get well)



Our back office is meant 
to do the placement 

for you ...
so  you can focus 

on sharing!
This system is built to automatically place an Activist’s initial product 

pack purchase in the correct structure, so that the only thing you as a 
new Activist on your way to National has to do is share the message of 

iHeRQles and how it can bring miracles to your friends’
 and your families' lives.



NuXtrax was put together as a vehicle to get iHeRQles, which is
like no other, out to the people and create a movement of better

health statistics by providing a nutritional gap support like our
bodies have never received before. We believe this product is

greatly needed on the planet at this time and because of our love
of humanity and our belief that God made us to be healthy,

everyone needs to know about it!
 

This company was built to create a movement. You can see that
in the reward we all receive when we share it. NuXtrax has

allowed payouts to reach well over half of revenue many times
when most companies will cap payouts.

 
 



Sharing iHeRQles with a new person
 is simple and easy. 

Either give them your website 
Which is www.NuXtrax.com/yourusername

 
Or take down their information and go into
your back office and look for the button on

the bottom left-hand side that says
Enroll an Activist or Enroll a Participant 

and fill out the enrollment form.
 

http://www.nuxtrax.com/yourusername


The difference
between a

Participant/Customer
and an Activist

 
 
 

A participant/customer is traditionally on just one bottle 
with one bottle on Autoship.

They cannot earn commissions as they are just a customer. They can
though acquire $45 vouchers for future orders based on personally
sharing the product with 2 Participants which earns a $45 voucher

credit every time they make a purchase and will be applied
automatically towards the next auto ship.

 
An Activist can initially purchase a $299 1X Product Package or a $598

2X Product Package. An Activist has the ability to earn generous
commissions if they choose to share the product.



The VIP Bonus was created to give you the ability
to make your money back

 on the initial product package you purchased
and to more than double that amount

within the first 15 days!

 Bonus



Activist $299 1X pack or $598 2X pack

VIP Structure

Participant/Customer

Left Right



You can build this 
structure twice 
within your first 

15 days ...
 

and earn double 
the VIP bonus!

Activist $299 1X pack or $598 2X pack

VIP Structure

Participant/Customer

Left Right



You can earn up to,
and even more

than,  $1400
by achieving the VIP bonus twice

 within your first 15 days 
when you share only 

the $598 2X product packages
 with your personal Activists.

 



$100 Commission paid when you share a $598 2X
Product Package with your personal Activist 
$50 Commission paid when you share a $299 1X
Product Package with your personal Activist
$15 MONTHLY Residual Commission paid when you
share a $79 one bottle of product on autoship with your
personal Customer/Participant

Basic Commissions



When you share two $598 2x Activist Product Packages and
share one bottle on autoship with two of your personal
Participants, you earn $380 over top of normal commission
each time you hit VIP 

When you share one $598 2x Activist Product Pack and one
$299 1X Activist Product Pack and share one bottle on autoship
with two of your personal Participants, you will earn $230 over
top of normal commissions each time you hit VIP 

When you share two $299 1X Activist Product Packs and share
one bottle on autoship with two of your personal Participants,
you earn $180 over top of normal commissions each time you
hit VIP

Share product with 2 Activists 
(1 left and 1 right) and 2 Participants/Customers



*$380 VIP BONUS
$30 CUSTOMER BONUSES
$45 PRODUCT VOUCHER
$200 FAST START BONUSES
$100 ONE TIME DISTRICT RANK UP BONUS

TOTAL YOU EARN: $755

1. When you personally share 2  $598 packages (a 2x 
package on your left team and a 2x package on your right 
team) and you get 2 customers ... then you are a VIP



*$230 VIP BONUS
$30 CUSTOMER BONUSES
$45 PRODUCT VOUCHER
$150 FAST START BONUSES
$100 ONE TIME DISTRICT RANK UP BONUS

TOTAL YOU EARN: $555

2. When you personally share 2 packages (a 1x package 
on your left team and a 2x package on your right team) 
and you get 2 customers ... then you are a VIP



*$180 VIP BONUS
$30 CUSTOMER BONUSES
$45 PRODUCT VOUCHER
$100 FAST START BONUSES
$100 ONE TIME DISTRICT RANK UP BONUS

TOTAL YOU EARN: $455

3. When you personally share 2  $299 packages (a 1X 
package on your left team and a 1X package on your right 
team) and you get 2 customers ... then you are a VIP



And after the first 15 days ...
the company has given us the ability to do 

the VIP bonus as many times as we like 
not based on a time clock.

 
Anytime you share product with 2 new

Participants and 2 new Activists, one on the
left and one on the right, the company will

pay you half of the 15-day VIP Bonus!
 
 

VIP Anytime and Every Time Bonus

 

You can achieve this as many times as you like! 



At this point you are very close
to becoming National.

The Rank of National is where the majority of the 
compensation plan opens up and you become 

a leader within NuXtrax



HOW TO BECOME A NATIONAL
National/Structure

Participant/Customer

Left Right

It only takes sharing 8 
1X and/or 2X product packages:

4 on the left & 4 on the right



After you have achieved the Rank of National ... 
work with your upline National, Gold,
Platinum and/or Diamond Platinum
to help you build a business strategy 
for moving forward.



As a leader ... when you’re helping your downline build a business
strategy after achieving National ... the next goal is building other
Nationals in your team. That is why this business naturally creates
teams of people working together -- and the compensation plan
promotes and rewards building as a team.

Note: You will want to create a new lineage by personally 
sharing with new Activists after becoming National, 
so you will understand the power of the ID imbedding 
your National payouts in that new lineage.

It Pays To Help Others Become Leaders!



The Fast Start...
is one of the major ways we earn significant
income from the very beginning. It is not
part of the binary. The fast start pays out
whenever anyone orders a product package.
It also is the reason why leadership levels
are so important in this company. Simply
put -- the higher your leadership level -- the
more compensation you obtain. 



Every time YOU share a $598 initial product package or your personal Activist buys a
$598 product package, you will earn $100
The person who shared the product with you, will earn $60
The next Regional in the lineage (which can be yourself) will earn $40
The next National in the lineage (which can be yourself) will earn $20
The next Gold in the lineage (which can be yourself) will earn $10
The next Platinum in the lineage (which can be yourself) will earn $10
The next Diamond Platinum in the lineage (which can be yourself) will earn $2

Simplification of how the income works 
 All of these figures are based on sharing the $598 product package.

 Sharing a $299 product package will be exactly half the amount.

For example -if you are a National ...
on your ninth Activist you personally share the product with

to create a new lineage, you can be earning $160
just from the fast start bonus--

not including the binary, the matching bonuses, or any special that may be going on!

The Big Take-away -- it Pays to be National!

 You can see that sharing is truly compassion with compensation.



LEADERSHIP
 LEVELS

Leadership levels require all of your 
Activists and Nationals and Golds to be

personals to you and everyone on autoship  
 

District: 2 Participants and 2 Activists 1 left and 1 right

Regional: 2 Participants and 5 Activists --3 on one side
and 2 on the other

National: 2 Participants and 8 Activists -- 4 left and 4 right  

Gold:  2 Participants and 5 Nationals -- 3 on one side and 2 on             
the other

Platinum:  2 Participants  and 10 Nationals -- 6 on one side
 and 4 on the other
Diamond Platinum: 2 Participants and 12 Nationals --2 of them
being Gold, one left one right-- and two of them bought their
initial product package after you achieved Platinum, one left one
right.



Compassion
Most people begin using iHeRQles for their health ...

and then begin sharing it with family and friends 
 when they understand that everybody needs it and
that there is nothing more pure, powerful, and safe.

 
Compensation

And as you can see -- the rewards for sharing with
compassion can provide significant income for 

a healthy lifestyle as well.



As a company, you can clearly see our mission for every 100
people we teach to become a National (compassion with

compensation) means thousands of people will
understand health at a new level. Without you this would
not be possible. We love and thank each one of you for

joining us in this mission of wellness for the world.
 
 
 

Thank You!
You Are The National Blessing!



INCOME DISCLAIMER
 

NuXtrax Pay Plan does not in any way guarantee you any income from any examples that may be derived from 
the explanation of the Pay Plan. NuXtrax does NOT guarantee any incomes whatsoever. The income you can 

receive from our Pay Plan is strictly according to the time and effort you put into building your business. Every
person's results can be different earning any income from the Pay Plan. We do no income projections or 
claims, but we can show you the math of the opportunity. We however, do not condone or allow income 
enticements or income projections. All compensation is based on the purchase of products by an end 

consumer and/or the actual act of our field representatives gathering end consumers. No compensation is 
based on the act of head hunting or recruiting. NuXtrax is not an internal consumption company.

 
This is not a get rich quick program nor do we believe in overnight success. We believe in hard work, integrity, 

and developing your skills if you want to earn more financially. As stipulated by law, we cannot and do not make 
any guarantees about your ability to get results or earn any money with our retail referral commissions or our 

sales team compensation plan. There is no average income established at this time. 
 

Product Disclaimer
 

The statements on the www.NuXtrax.com web site or any company approved printed material have not been 
evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Our products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or 

prevent any disease.
 

The products do not do anything. They do not change, alter, modify, enhance, or manipulate anything. They are 
focused, uncontaminated food. The body understands it and uses it to make better blood production. 

 

http://www.nuxtrax.com/

